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YALE & CENTRAL SEt Student preferred: One·
bdrm d~lux:e, $160, Two-bdrm $200. 268-0525.
10/30

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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Itatcs: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five .or mdre
consecutive days with no changes, nine cents per word per day, !no refunds If cancelled
before five insertions). CJasoJiied advertisements must be paid in advance,

.g
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0

0
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Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Cla~smed Advertising, UNM Box. 20 •

....<

~ '""~t•erque,

N.M.

87131.
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A 1.

PERSONALS

0

.~ PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
~ _dswhocareat·BirthrighL247-9819.
tfn

~ TAROT PALM !~CHING readings, 30()7 Central

~

:;:Q)

z

00

MARYKAY, I love you. E.E.

10/23

SENSIBLE TRANSPORTATION gels 200 mpg:
Quiet, European motorbieycles $385. First 15
1027
buyers $15 orr, 256-7285.

WANT TO RENT garage near earn pus Cor ear
storage, 277-5287.
10/30

2. LOST & FOUND
LOST: Ring setting with square turqli'OiSeSion8
in center. Ann, 255·1936.
10/27
FOUND: MECHANICAL PENCIL, Mitchell Hall:
10121
Rm 110, Call256-3479 alter 7:00pm,
FOUND: 2 month old •female kitten, white
w/gray, 200 block Stanford. 266-4664.
10/27
LOST: Gold wire rim glasses, Ortega
6122.

HaiC 266~
10/30

FREE GENTLE SHEPARD cross female pup in •
need of good home. Tom 292·0423.
10/30

SERVICES

UNIV-ERSITY OF

NEW AND USED BALLOONS. Certified in.
structlon & coordination or group purchases. For
10/27
information wrJte P.O. Box: 25026,87125,

NEW MI:XICO

,_~~

IN ALI3UGl,UERQUE, NEW ME.XICO
.

ALL SEAT.5 RESERVED: $6.50 (5.50 .5TUDENT5)
$5.00

~--~

GREAT DEAL/20" color TV for less than most
used E&W's/good condition/ keep cat:ing
266·3833.
10/30

10-SPEEO AI~UM ALLOY- franlC Ccntrepull
brakes, excellent, make offer, 243-9747, 883·1020.
10/23

3.

•
Case for Exceptional 1n
Court

NECCHI ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Buttonholes
blindhcms, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of
$4.00, 262·0637.
11/14

LOST: White sweater. Geology lecture Hall.
Reward. 821-6222.
10/23

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTH.USIAST, studentsT
C~stom black·and·whlte processing printing,
Ftne·grain or pushprocessing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality ~nla.rgcmcn·
ts, mounting, etc:. Advice, I( asked. Call 265-2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
trn
PASSPORT! IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prJces in lown,;,Fae:t, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
206·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E,
WILL TYPE PAPEifS. Call-Kim 265-3292.

11/4

WEDDING INVITATION & Photography at low
crut. Creative Services 299-7930.
10/23
WANTED 15 to 24 month old Infants to part!·
c:ipate in study of how babies learn. For 1more in·
(ormation caU Dr. Harniek weekdays at the Psy10/27
chology Dopt. UNM 277-4209.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344.
10/27
EXPERIENCED T1PJST. Manuscripts, thesis,
10/23

di.~sertations, 50c per page. 345-3288, .

NIKKORMAT SLR with 50mm F2 lens like new
10/29
$195,842-8517 evenings.
1969 PLY., VS, AT, AC, PS, new battery, Need;
some body work. $650. 298-0040after 6 p.m. 10/23
FREE MALE PUPPY, half German Shepher, baH
St. Bernard. Big, Oulry, aftectionnte. 256-3505
days: 243-6591 evenings.
10/23
LEARN TO FLY--Hang glider; harnessi
lessons-complete package $326, Jay 265·9472,
Dave 292·0459.
10/29

A.:S. U. N. M.

POPULAR ENTERTAlNMENT COMMllTEE

•

PRE~ENT ....

6. EMPLOYMENT
?ART TIME JQ_~uate student,_s only. A!·
ternoon & eV(>nlngs. Must. be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls ple2se. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomn.s NE. 5516 Menaul NE. 10/23
DRUMMER WANTED £or metal guitar trio.
Must be hot and nasty and willing to trnve1, 266·
2127.
10/29

7.

'l'll.AVEL

REDUCED AtRFARE to LA lor Thanksgiving.
Call242·2107.
1023

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM se1ectrtc. Guar·
anteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·7147.
10/24

FOR RENT

SHARE HOUSE with graduate students. Near
UNM $60 plus utilities. 842-0265 after 6:00. 10/24
SMALL APT 1 4 blocks !rom UNM, ys.rd,
10/29
$120/mo., all utilities paid,831·2080.
EFFICIENCY COTTAGE $90 mcmth, utilities
paid; 508 5th St. SW. 266-1402/842-6162 a!ter 5:30
p.m.
10/29

K&B

. Music & Appliance Co.
4516 Central SE

Phone ·255·7575 .. Guitars
Harmonicas ...Music. Books .
Conn Organs .. Pianqs· ·• TV's
Current LP Records & Albums
at discount prices- $3.00 & up

..

Magnovox "MX" .High
Compliance Stereo Component
Syste~s • ln·Store Financing

·''!'

·!

,,
I'

Police Combat Thefts
Of Bicycles at UNM

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedro SE.265-0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios, install Burglar alarms.
lOO.b discount for students with 10. Qu:ck service.
UsedTVs (or sale.
11/5

4.

By John Feldman
said her group has "no criticism of the current
The complaint in the case of the class action
special education programs in the state, nothing
suit on behalf of exceptional children vs. the
but praise, but we need more."
State of New Mexico was presented to Federal
She said SCEC "is backing the suit on behalf
Dist. Judge Howard C. Bratton Tuesday morof New Mexico parents because only token funds
ning.
have been channeled into the school system for
The plaintiffs are five organizations for exexceptional children.
ceptional children and 20 children. One of their
attorneys, Charles P. Reynolds, of the
Albuquerque law firm of Ortega, Dixon, Snead
and Hanna said this is an equal protection case
similar to race·discrimination cases of recent
years.
In addition to the equal protection claim and 10
other counts in the complaint, the complaint contains the claim that the constitutional rights of
exceptional
children (those children who are
Lobo photo
Jovan Djuric
physically or mentally handicapped, children
with learning and behavior problems, particularly bright children or any child that
requires special educational programs) are not
being met.
Among 88 defendants named in the suit are
the Governor, the members of the State Board of
Prof. Jovan Djuric has filed a have been coached (during the Education, the State Department of Education,
with the Bernalillo recess) to request the change of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and
ounty District Attorney his previous statement ...
members of ten New Mexico school district boarthat the Academic
ds.
The Albuquerque Public School District is
"(Then) Cohen shouted at me
;reedom and Tenure Committee and ordered that the entire in- one of those included as a defendant.
tampered with the recor- cident be stricken off the recorEstimates place the number of children in need
of his termination hearing last ds.
of special education programs at about 40,000 in
"The transcript of the hearing New Mexico .
According to Djuric's com· does not contain the records of
Reynolds, a former Daily LOBO staff member,
said
general appropriations acts of the past two
.~.\
'"""'•"" incident in which fellow that incident."
engineering Prof. Ah·
Erteza and Fink were not im- sessions of the state legislature set a ceiling on
Erteza allegedly changed his mediately available for comment. budgets for special education programs. The
Judy Smith
.-"""'""Y was missing from the Cohen and committee member plaintiffs feel that this goes against the intent of
®"ansc:riolts recently released.
"These children are exceptional in the sense
Marshall Nason said they could State Senate Bill 14, passed in 1972, which was
Djuric outlines the complaint not recall the incident well disigned to provide an education for all ex- they need a school experience different from
most kids," she said.
a 33·page appeal of the FTC's enough to comment, although ceptional children in the state by 1977.
One
of
the
five
organizations
sponsoring
the
'!le1:isi'1m to terminate him:
At present, many severly handicapped
Nason said "he was sure nothing
class action suit is the UNM student chapter of children have to be sent away from home and
"... on April 25, 1975 .•. while irregular had occurred."
JlSflOncting to questioning by AFDjuric said he has supplied the . the New Mexico Federation of Councils for Ex- enrolled in costly programs at the parents' exmember Prof. Myron Fink, district attorney with one wit- ceptional Children (SCEC) which is part of a pense, she said. The UNM SCEC participated in
Ahmed Erteza . . . ad· ness to the event, Michael national group concerned with exceptional a conference on special education held in
Albuquerque yesterday in which the litigation on
that Djuric's research · Kelley, who reportedly filed a children.
Judy Smith, a member of the SCEC at UNM, behalf of exceptional children was discussed.
and is as good as it ever was, sta tern en t last Friday.
that opinion on the basis
latest
extensive
ll.liblicalti'<m in the Journal of ApPhysics ...
"Continuing in the same vein
apparently caught in a canmoment, and considering that
By Joe Donnelly
l'a<:hmtg is a much simpler task
Bicycle thefts are on the rise at UNM this year. From January to
production of an exSeptember of this year, 124 bicycles valued at $15,196 have been
"'"""'e research paper on a very
stolen as compared to 104 bicycles valued at $10,961 for 1974.
troversial subject, Erteza
To combat this, UNM Campus Police will register and engrave
. Social Security numbers on bicycles from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday,
stated that Djuric's present
fa•chirtg was and is as good as
Oct. 27 and Wednesday, Oct. 29 at the Police and Parking Services
'
building.
Then, the complaint said the
BobRaymond, detective of Campus Police, said students should
requested a recess
bring their bicycle serial number and student ID.
change the paper in her tranSince 1971, 689 bicycles valued at $70,564 have been stolen from
machine.
UNM. The most thefts were made in 1972, 216 bikes, and the lowest
to the witness
was 85 in '73.
that recess, Erteza
Operation Identification (bicycle engraving) and surveillance of a
requested the·
fenced-in bicycle parking lot behind Carlisle Gym contributed to the
his previous
cutdown.
pertaining to Djuric's
The bike lot was discontinued months later when bike riders
teaching, alleging after
refused to use the area. Failure of the project was attributed to
people not knowing about it.
e recess~~:t ~~~~:c·sb~~es~~~
The 428 bike capacity lot is still intact today, without surveillance,
the change of his
but only 25 to 50 people use it daily.
statement pertaining to
Raymond said students should lock their bikes in bike racks. He
research."
said bikes locked to fire hydrants, blue railings for the handicapped,
Djuric said he immediately
stairways or blockin·g exits can be confiscated by police .
that the record show
He said the best way to prevent bicycle theft is to park it in an active
area which can be observed from windows. If you bring the bike
"The~s~~~i~~;~e(octt~negAe.FTC,
on
campus
at night, park it in a well-lighted area.
by Migu('] Gandl'rl
) Cohen asked me the
He said to use a thick, hardened chain, a tightly wound stainless
Truman Capote spoke to a packed house at Popejoy
for my request, and I
steel cable or both with a case-hardened lock with a shaft of at least
Hall Wednesday night. See related story on p.6.
that witness Erteza must
(Continued on page 3)

juric Says Records
Hearing Altered

TWO UNIFORMS, new size 8·10. Go-cart, $25.
298·7065.
10/30

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dee. 6. p·;~:
pare now, cn.ll Professionnl Educators o! Now
11/14
Mexico, Im:. 255·4050.

!

Children's Education in Question

CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo
Hi Fidelity equipment 40, 50% off. All reasonable
offers accepted. Quality Storeo1 3105 Central NE,
256·3505.
U/14

LEVI'S BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
~en'S Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn

I

I

LIKE NEW SET Britanntea Encyclopedias, $100.
243-5447 home, 277-2409 ofriee. 955 Buena Vista
10/24
SE, Apt L211.

LOST: Large white Samoyd-Mnlamute cross !rom
409 Vassar SE on 10/14. Reward Cor return.
Please call292·0444.
10/30

1

I

II

AM/FM S-track recorder with nil the goodies.
11/14
,$9.86 per month, 256·3505.

ACCURATE HA~D-DRAWN birth horoscopC,'
$4.0.0. Interp.rct.at10ns, $15, Unique birthday,
Chr1slmas gift. Professional Astr())oger, Bill
No~ Dartmouth SE, 268·0247,
10/30

Petitions for ASUNM Election Nov. 12 due today at 4
p.m. in rm. 242, SUB.

Friday, October 24, 1975

J2o

EXCELLENT TRANSPORTATii:iN
mpg.1973 Hodaka 100B motorcycle. Extras. $225/of·
Ccr. 294-5419.
10/23

"'

DAILY

WATER TRIPS, Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, '3407
Central NE, 268-8455.
12/4

10/30

I

New Mexico

20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyoming NE.
21i!1·5987.
.
10/23
NEW MEXICO'S DICYCIJE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking eqUipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE, 256-9190.
Un
""BIC'YCLE,';S;-_~L-ow-e-st~pr.~io-.,-a-n-;d-;la-r-go~s-t-,.-:,,-,-tio'-n
of the finest European makes. Gitnnes $115; Bartins $165. Extra large bicycles for men over 6'4",
Complete 10·speed adjustment $10. R.C. Hal.lett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE.
843·11278.
tfn

NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642.

Q)
KELLY WE REMEMBERED! Happy BD The
0.0 Phi Mu Twins.
lo/23
!l-. NICK You probably just eat their NY Style
ehoosecake for 50c-cheapskate. Mary,
10/23
ACTORS. If you have talent, the World to kno-wwe have the place.,. Call Toby 296-7555.
10/24

'

FORSALE

SLICK
nAtUL
KANTNER
t""H

MAR JV 6A I IN
FIRST ALeuaOERQUE APPEA~NCE

2
I

~~
~

:

.IM
~

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERClUE, N.M.
ALL SEAT~ RESERVED: .6.50 ( .5.50 ~TUOENT~)
au
$5.oo.
......,p
AVAil-ABLE AT: ALOOQUERQUE TICKET A6ENCY II'{
CORONApO CENTER, GOI.DSrREET CIRCUS, I'WURAL SOONDli,
ALL RAMS STORts, CANDYMAN- SANTA ff AND THE S.U. f>.
!!lOll OFFIC£, 1'0\ fUJmiER IN~TION: 277, 3711
I'ROOUCEP &Y fUN PRIOOUCTIONS/ A Dt>.VID I'ORE:sT
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Franco: Signs of New Coronary

MADRID (UPI)-Generalissimo Francisco
Franco, 82, suffered a setback Thursday in his
0
..0 struggle to survive the massive heart attack that
0
felled him two days ago. The cabinet gathered at
...:l
his
El Pardo Palace and there were indications
:>.
Franco's
36-year rule may be near an end.
·~
0
A bulletin issued by 11 doctors treating the
0
<.> aged "Caudillo" reported the setback and said
·~
;.< "early signs of another coronary insufficiency apdl
peared" -meaning that the blood flow to his
~
heart
was faltering and that there were signs of ·
:;:
dl an imminent heart failure.
<.>

-"'

z

Sources at the Palace said Franco was under
sedatives, but not actually dying. But the fact
bJJ that Franco's ministers had been summoned to
p, the Palace, if not to his actual bedside, appeared
to indicate a crisis was imminent.

·c-i
C1)

"'

Top Spanish officials met to discuss the
possibility Franco would relinquish power permanently to his designated successor, Prince
Juan Carlos De Borbon, 37, who would become
chief of state and Spain's first king in 44 years.
Prime Minister Carlos Arias Navarro, several
members of the cabinet and the president of
Parliament went to Franco's Pardo Palace late in
the evening "to inquire about his health,"
Spanish News Agency reports said.
There were unconfirmed reports that Army

units were ordered confined to the barracks and
provincial authorities advised to be on standby.
Franco suffered a massive heart attack
Tuesday but was reported recovering and
preparing, to attend a cabinet meeting Friday to
discuss the threat of war with Morocco over .
Moroccan plans to invade Spanish Sahara with an
unarmed rabble of 350,000 men, women and
children.
The medical bulletin, issued at 9 p.m. (2 p.m.
MDT), was signed by Franco's personal
physician Pozuelo Escudero and 10 heart, circulatory and other specialists.
"This morning," it said, "the favorable
evolution in the coronary illness of the Chief of
State suffered a setback and early signs of
another coronary insufficiency have appeared."
As "El Caudillo (The Leader)" struggled against the onset of another possibly fatal attack, the
government met in a marathon 10-hour session.
It was repeatedly interrupted so Prime Minister
Arias could see visitors and officials said such interruptions were almost unheard of.
One of the visitors was Critobal .MartinezBordiu Marquis De Villaverde, Franco's son-inlaw and chief medical adviser who has previously
acted as a family spokesman. He is a heart
specialist and a close friend of Dr. Christiaan
Bernard who visited him earlier this week.

.·
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U. Owns 20,000 Acres in State Police Combat Thefts ~
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l:ly United Press Intemational

Nixon Wants Cronkite Image
LOS ANGELES-Former President Richard Nixon wants
to be a broadcast commentator on national and international
affairs and said other presidents had Watergate-style
operations worse than those in his administration, a television
producer says.
Wally George, a TV producer who recently was invited to
Nixon's San Clemente estate, said the former president
proposed the possibility of becoming a broadcaster after he
finishes his autobiography and the series of television com.
mitments with David Frost.
Nixon blamed his downfall on biased liberals in the news
media who exaggerated a "stupid mistake" similar to the kind
that were tolerated under other presidents.

Gay Taken Off Family Hour
ALEXANDRIA, Va.-Leonard Matlovich, discharged from
the Air Force because he is a homosexual, was eased
prime-time network television Thursday.
AI Sevier, Matlovich's press spokesman, said Matlovich had
been invited to appear on ABC's "Saturday Night Live with
Howard Cosell" but that the invitation later had been with·
drawn.
Sevier said the show's producer, Rupert Hipzig, called to
explain, "It's on at a family hour, it's live and we have a sub·
stantial investment in the show."
Instead, after attending a fund 'raising benefit in his honor
at a gay Washington bar Thursday night, Matlovich will ap·
pear on local Washington television Friday.

By Joel White
has title to approximately 20,000 acres of
in the state of New Mexico, John Perovich,
ce·Jlre;n',aertt for business and finance said.
among the land holdings is the
site of Winrock Shopping Center, curranunder lease from the University.
"Over one-half of the 20,000 acres was given to
" Perovich said. "The largest tract, ap10,000 acres, north of Cochiti, was
to UNM by James Young in 1964. Most of
Young Ranch is open range and only 60 acres
developed."
.
. the land purchased by the University, little
now being used for its intended puqiose.
"In the late 1930's, we purchased 2,000 acres
the airport and what's presently the
site," Perovich said. ''The 2,000 acres
be used as an outdoor lab and the
site to grow vegetables. The College of
, 5, •• 0':'~ ·:·o still uses the outdoor lab."
University is usually asked if they can use
land before it is donated.
"People would rather donate the land than·
of it other ways," Perovich said. "They'd
us if we could use it in any way; if a departneeds it, we accept. Some donated land is
to particular usage and cannot be

Income from leases and sales of University
after operating costs, is put in a trust fund.
"Income from the Winrock site yields a net
per year and has been increasing each
Perovich said. "The majority of the inis used for Student Aids."
All land holdings do not yield revenue to the
mversitv and land swaps are not uncommon.
"The University owned Chaco Canyon jointly
the· federal government at one time,"
said. "They wanted to establish a park
a monument on it so we exchanged out
there for several thousand acres
"""~'"""else.

-Gas .Prices. Plun

!Continued from page ll

4;.

,

~·

......'h<t.

~,
Photo by Miguel Gandf.'rt

UNM V.P. John Perovich
Land currently owned by the University includes practically all of the south side of Las
Lomas NE and Buena Vista Road near Roma NE.
"We have been purchasing property on Las
Lomas as it's become available," Perovich said.
"It is sometimes impractical, since we are interested in the land itself and not the structure
on it. For this reason we haven't been interested
in purchasing property between Las Lomas NE
and Lomas Blvd."

"Land acquired for expansion of the UNM campus will probably be centered north of Lomas
Blvd near the North Campus," Perovich said.

three-eighths of an inch. Keep the devices off the 'ground so a thief
using bolt cutters will have no leverage.
Many students find the lock and chain combinations cumbersome
and heavy and will leave the chain locked to racks overnight.
Raymond said bicycle thieves work in groups of three to four using
boltcutters 90 per cent of the time. He said the average age of apprehended bike thieves was from 15 to 18. The thieves will normally
"shave off" the serial number and switch parts. Only 21 bikes were
recovered since 1971.
Some of the best locks offered are:
-The Citadel, a circular, key-locking ~echanism with a half inch
thick hardened shaft that will withstand a 42 inch boltcutter. To use
the lock you must release the front wheel and lock it with the back
wheel. Bike World, 2216 Central SE., from $24.95.
-Another locking system, similar to the Citadel, is the Kryptonite.
The Spinning Wheel, Yale SE., carries the lock. No price was
available.
-R.C. Hallett, 2122 Coal SE., sells the American 600 series lock for
$8.50. It can be used with a chain or cable. Hallett, who had two of his
own bikes stolen at UNM, suggests the use of a chain.
-The Bike Shop, 823 Yale SE., sells two heavy-duty locks by Fort.
They sell for $10.95 and $12.95 for the rustproof model.
The trend of lock sales in most of the bike shops contacted has been
toward the more expensive locks. Owners said they feel the people
who are buying the $150 or more expensive bikes are investing the extra $15 for better locking systems.
Raymond named some other locks that could be purchased at other
bike shops or at a locksmith. The locks are: Master, Hurd, Gem, and
Miracle. He said to avoid the use of combination locks because they
can be kicked open.
Raymond said the major problem with bike theft prevention is
apathy. "Students who see someone with boltcutters or acting
suspicious around bicycle racks should contact the Campus Police by
dialing 277-2241.
"It is a full-time job trying to check the racks around campus. We
don't have the personnel to give protection," he said.
Throughout Albuquerque in 1974, 1,446 bikes valued at $125,836
were stolen. In August and September of 1975 there were 271 bikes
stolen.
Timothy Kline of the Albuquerque Police Department's (APD)
Community Services for Crime P.revention said, "Most of the thefts in
the city were preventable and most of these were due to downright
carelessness."
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NEW YORK.:...Two major oil companies Thursday lowered
gasoline prices by one cent a gallon nationwide.
Representatives of Texaco and Gulf Oil said the r~>•inc.tion
was .effective on all grades of gasoline. Shell Oil recently announced a similar nationwide cut.
A spokesman for Texaco said it was the first general
tion in gasoline prices in more than a year. Gulf said the
"was made in response to competitive pressures in
marketplace."
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New Mexico

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 79
No.38
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year and weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications oft he University o( New Mexico,
and is not fiMncially associated with UNM.
Second class poslag() paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate i~
$10.00 for the a<:ademic year.
The opinions expressed oh the editorial
pages of Th~ Daily Lobo are those of th~
author solely. Unsigned opinion i~ that()[ the
editorial board or The Daily Lobo. Not.bin~
printed In The Daily Lobo necessarily
repres()nls the views of the University of Now
Mexico.

Water
Well Ass'n1~l:~•,
forNM
U.s $500
S(holarship
•. ~ :,;fi':~·:~(t~~~~

be full-time students

at

residents, and have worked or
worked in the Water Well Industry

NM.

to: NM Water Well Ass'n, Scholarship
mittee, 209 Wayne Rd. NW, City, 87114.
Are you concerned about whether
Alb. are a hiding by federal rcgulat'ion~com:t~

equality in hiring and promoting? Are
terested in Affirmative Action? Contact
Baea in the PlnG office, in Mesa Vista Hall.
Uranium Companies in NM are violatir«'
and federal regulations '~~,~·r,~::;u~:::7:,,'~
PIRG is starting nno:;;,!~lc~;:"
matter and needs -~l
Contact Elaine Baca at

Vist.a II all.
Any students interested In helping
state·owrtlld lnnds, storl by the PJRG
Mesa Vlsta Hall and ask ror Elaine naca.

CANTERBURY CHA,·PEL ·
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Sunday SerVIces

· ,;;:L$maJJ_ft~m~~,~:x ·.. .------(

(/ FINE MENS CLOIHIERS

<\ 1

. -r-~ . ' s:::__
~ '
Candelaria & Juan Tabo ~ E

294-1537

9:30 A.M. - Holy Communion
11:15 A.M. - Holy Communion
5:00 P.M. - Holy Communion .

I

Weekday-Holy Communion
425 University NE

12:30-Wednesday
12:30-Saints Days
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Reactiong

?'hrough the generosity of a
prrvate English collector, the
UNM Art Museum will house an
:-:::1
outstanding collection of French
A
oil sketches of the 17th, 18th and
0
19th centuries for the next three
By Michael O'Connor
·~
'Q)"' Frank Chavez tried to excuse himself in yester.day's LOBO for his
K
years.
:;s· complete lack of journalistic ethics and expertise by saying he vvas
i
.
Called "The Neoclassical
. I looked ~.t tbe envelope with a certain amount of foreboding, and my Mode," the exhibit is a selection
~ forced "against his will" to release information received in· conQ)
thought was, "What have I ddne now?"
of 23 works chosen from the enz fidence and to reveal the source of that information.
My
second
thought
was,
"Maybe
I've
made
the
dean's
list
for
last
tire collection of 210 sketches.
.,;
S:err1est·er,"
and
my
third
thought
(my
thoughts
come
with
Gatling
gun
The show is located at the south
Q)
His mealy"mouthed pleadings only magnified the total lack of
0.0
ron1n11v was, "Who are you tryinf:] to kid?"
end of the upper gallery in the
ll; professionalism displayed by this person who calls himself a
anyone who has been at the University longer than three minutes museum in the Fine Arts Center
~~newsman."
that "it" can include anything from being disenrolled eight weeks and will be displayed until Nov.
the semester for no reason at all to finding out in your senior year that 18.
Chavez is worried that he might have injured his "reputation:'
University
has no record that you ever attended any class at UNM.
'rhe selection, the first of a
when he received confidential information from Santa Fe District
But in this case, "it" meant I had to take a newly devised six-hour test series planned to exhibit the
Attorney Joe Castellano, then turned around and gave that in'>'"'"'"''Y, Oct. 25, a test which the letter said "is now a requirement for wealth of materials in the collec·
formation to Castellano's adversary, State Attorney General Toney
jraldU<IIior
"
tion, concentrates on the period
Anaya.
"WAIT A MINUTE," I thought (my brain had finally snapped to what from 1780 to 1830. Guerine, the
happening). I've been doing the University shuffle for almost four two Gerads and Bailly are some
Reputation!?
and I thought I had the graduation requirements tap dance down of the more familiar artists inChavez then has the unmitigated gall to say he was "forced" to
had never read about nor ~eard of any such test. Were they trying to cluded in the display, The exhibit
'Cha;nae the steps?
tell where the information came from, which resulted in a contempt
also includes the works by such
relatively unknown painters as
of court charge against Castellano for leaking information from a
"Maybe
it's
the
LSA
T?"
I
asked
myself
(I
always
consult
myself--after
ERE WITH THIS CR.aND IN TiiE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE WAITING
1
I two heads are better than one). "No, it can't be--l took that last week. Gagneraux, Lafitte and Serrur.
grand jury investigation.
..... c.:-r IP, PENNILESS 1 HUNGRY ... AND NOW 'fi.IIS' lOOSY WIND.. /
GRE, maybe? Nah, that's next week."
Professor Peter Walsh of the
The simple fact is Chavez need no ·longer worry about his
I
was
completely
baffled,
so
I
called
the
testing
division
as
the
letter
said
UNM
art department says
reputation as a "newsman" because he no longer has a reputation
if
I
had
any
questions
because,
if
my
university
experience
has
during
the years around 1800
as a journalist, nor should he have any future in the media.
me anything, it has taught me to ask questions and follow in- most artists in France and the
Any medium that hires Chavez as a journalist should never be
,!ftructi011s
rest of Europe drew their subtrusted, just as Chavez should never again be trusted with the Editor:
"Why do I have to follow the instructions in this letter?" 1asked. "I was jects from Greek and Roman
responsibilities of a "newsman."
.
mended me. Yet the
.the apparent misconception that all the requirements for graduation history or mythology and their
I would like to add some words modify an unusual but possibly
Yes, there are responsibilities involved, responsibilities to know to Russ Goodman's accurate sound practice. In my case the ministration, for
listed 1n the 1973 catalogue under which 1entered the College of Arts stylistic inspiration from the art
Academic Vice President first reasons and acknowledging
what you are doing, to understand every aspect of your job, statement about my tehure case.
Sciences."
of classical antiquity.
argued
that
he
had
given
me
such
my
work
had
not
examined
something Chavez obviously never learned.
"WEELLL," SAID THE lady hesitantly, "the letter was a little
He added, "The museum's
The Academic Freedom and
exhibit, however, amply demonHis slithery attempt to rationalize his total lack of spine is all the Tenure Committee found that my notice, and later argued that notice thoroughly, found my tMr,hinn: 1isleadir>a"
wasn't necessary. The AFTC found academic work marginal at
"Misleadingl?" I cried, incredulously. "Why would my University strates that the resulting art was
more difficult to stomach when the jails are full of people who case was a Clear-cut case of faculty
that
I
had
not
been
given
the
Conclusion:
the
admi
me? I am here, after all, to learn The Truth, and that was supposed seldom 'dry' or 'academic' as has
rights of academic freedom and
refused to do the very thing he now tries to justify.
required
notice.
The
Regents
ruled
believes
that
even
me
free and then I could get a job with an insurance company."
sometimes been the public imdue process, and found that 1 had
that
the
notice
requirement
thorough
investigat
"Actually, they can't make you take the test if it's not in your P r e s s i o n o f t h e a g e o f
been denied these rights. They
Journalism is more than playing with dials in a broadcasting were over-ruled by the Regents. "~oesn't apply" in my case. They judgement of academic
ataltJgue," she ?on_tinued. '~It's 11n U[Jfnfon:~a!>l~ require.m!l~t."
~e~classicism.
.
.
booth and being a big "news personality."
""' •wa• a rehef-·now I wouldn't 1T11ss any·SatLlrday·fnornrng telmlls1on """ Though most of the prctures
Conclusion: the Regents see them- d1d not show why it didn't apply in petence weighs more than
I am sorry Frank X. Chavez never bothered to find out what selves as more competent than the my particular case. Conclusion: the combined
judgement
But I was curious about why the University would have the test on are small in scale, they exhibit a
being a journalist really means, and I hope the public does not take faculty, through its elected AFTC Regents have contempt for the colleagues, at UN M and
leSotllrrl•u two weeks after the LSATand one week after the GRE.
wide variety of paint application
University's
contractual
obligation
and
students,
his example for their image of a journalist.
"Weelll,
were some problems in scheduling the test this year" she and an almost universal high into define academic freedom; comAll of this spells danger to · dmitted. I wondered out loud what score 1 would have to make ~n the tensity of emotion."
petent enough, in fact, to over-rule to the faculty's right to due
He has lost the privilege of calling himself a "newsman."
to graduate.
Museum hours are Tuesday
the conclusions arrived at twice by process; they consider due process faculty member and every
expendable
at
their
discretion.
The
Regents
are
powerful
"Weelll,
there
really
isn't
any
particular
score
that
you
would
have
to
through
Friday from 10 a.m. to 5
that committee without even sub:
DOONESBURY
Trudeau mitting a reasoned defense of their The AFTC correctly argues that actions suggest that they laKe•··vc>u just take the test."
p.m. and Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.
the Regents, by expressing a for- arrogant and contemptuous
WILL HELP you prepare for the LSAT and the GRE," she of·
action.
mal opinion on the question of my academic freedom and
NOJ'e.
WeClvJng •••
tenure before the case was ap- process. We and they live in
· "But I've already taken those," I countered.
HF3 HAOTO
The Faculty Handbook is legally pealed and argued before them when democratic rights in
"Weelll, don't you want to find out how you stand compared to other
Be6firf!N/3
a part of the contract between each show themselves not to have been are under broad attack
An exhibit of turn-of-the·
in the United States?" she asked.
6ACKTO
faculty
member
and
the
institution.
impartial at the time of the hearing. The reactionary wave that
/1./AUJiiN..
"No." Then I asked how valid the results of an "unenforceable test" century Navajo weaving will
This contract specifies certain The AFTC finds that the Regents tellectuals face is only a
I
begin a four-state museum tour
I
when there was no minimum score needed to graduate.
procedures designed to defend have in fact disqualified themselves overall attack on democratic
"A student could draw a connect-the-dots portrait of Dorian Gray on early in 1976, said Dr. Jerry
basic democratic rights of the from judging the case. The Regents
computer sheet and turn it in, and he would fulfill his test requirement Brody, director of Maxwell
being felt throughout
faculty. One of these procedures is reject this finding, and thereby
Museum of Anthropology at
:orgrraduation "1 said.
especially by the minorities
the requirement that faculty in show their contempt for the
I if you want to waste six hours drawing pictures, that's your UNM. ,
recent gains are under "u;ac•.•
probationary status be notified in judiciary principle of impartiality. by the whole working class
Working with funds from the
lUSir1ess;--b11t don't forget your two No. 2 pencils when you come." With
writing if their performance is The Regents are the highest body being hit simultaneously
National Bicentennial Com·
she hung up.
deemed to be less satisfactory than to which appeals can be taken flation, unemployment, dr<ISIICI
mission, Maxwell Museum will
I said to
that required for tenure. The pur- within the University, and they
ba'cks in social services,
pose is to allow the professor the have made it quite cle<~r that they tacks on its right to orrtanize
opportunity to either defend . or plan to take an "active interest" in
own defense against
The Cultural Program Committee
the question of academic per- Intellectuals have always
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
sonnel. Conclusion: no faculty important role in the fight
member can expect an impartial
reactionary forces. We shotuld n
hearing at the highest level in the the perspective to see
University if his competence is ever stake than my job, In a
1
questioned.
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
economic crisis and political
Editor:
The majority at' the tenured which resembles the
BSU would like to take this op- faculty in my department, my chair· that gave rise to Fascism in
Presents
portunity to express our regret at man, and my Dean all gave me a generation ago, the yu''"""'
the error which appeared'ln our !:Jt· strong support for tenure after a the Regents' contempt
An Extravaganza From the British Isles
ter to the editor, 10/22/75. We in- committee did an, extensive in- democratic · rights affects ·
cluded John Leiben~orfer in the list vestigation· o{ li\y work. All
faculty member and every
l of senators who d1d not vote for colleagues ih niy field 'at other
quite directly. This is a
BSU Funding. We would like to ex- universities, whose opinions were building a broad all ian
tend our apology to Mr. Leiben- solicited, strongly recommended
progressive faculty, students
~orfer for this ,oversig~t, and would me for t;nure. Ninety per cent of
community forces for the
hke to thank h1m for h1s support.
the students whose opinions were
of democratic rights.
Saturday October 25 · 8:15 1>m
Black Student Union solicited very strongly recom0
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A Letter From Prof. Steve Mann
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An Apology

POPEJOY HALL

SCOTLAND
ON PARADE
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Un_sjgn!td eliitorials rcpres.enl a
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& Pninting Exhibitio.ns

Tickets $7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
UNM Undergraduates with Activity Cards
1/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

assemble the collection of over 30
textiles and the University of
Iowa Art Museum will organize
and schedule the traveling
exhibit.
"About half the textiles in the
exhibit, on loan from New Mexico
artists Carol and Paul Sarkisian,
were collected over the past 15
years," said Brody.
The exhibit, "Between
Traditions: Navajo Weaving
Toward the End of the 19th Century," will illustrate a long-

I
'·,

z

*

'

neglected period of Navajq
weaving, said Brody. "What
we're attempting is actua!lv an is:
historical rehabilitation of Jeye- <'D
dazzlers, textiles characterized r:l.
by bold designs and bright colors 8
produced with commercial dyes," ~

i

~·

"<
!;

"The textiles were produced
during a period of ex- C"
perimentation following the end ~
of the 1840-1880 classic blanket "
tradition," he added.
8'
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Friday 25 & Saturday 26
FOREPLAY
$1.00 Cover
Sunday October 27
Cadillac Bob's Blues Band
$1.00 Cover

Tickets For Halloween Party
With Bo Diddley
Available Each Night
Thunderbird Bar 867·9911
!
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JAMES FOX

MICK

DOUBLe FEATURE
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BADLANDS

The 50's Head ling Starkweather
Murders

STARtS FRIDAY

MEAN

New York's "Liffle Italy"
and the Guys who live •

STREETS

1 - -.....

~:00·9:50MS

8:05Bad

Sat a Sun Before 5 • 99c

Cuild
theatre I - - - I
central n.e.•
3405
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Capote Speaks & the Beautiful People Gather
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Sitting backward in a chair, without the use of a
podium, Truman Capote spoke briefly Wednesday
night "OIJ .Being a Writer."
After he finished his story, he answered a few
questions from the audience. His favorite place to
write, he said, is the bathtub.

By Jon Bowman
Truman Capote was in town
Wednesday and took the time
to speak 90 minutes at Popejoy
Hall. Afterwards, $2400 in his
pockets and no socks on his
feet, he briefly attended a
reception at the house of
Albuquerque Mayor Harry Kinney. He might have stayed
longer were it not for a young
lass in flame red pants who had
an attachment to his right
thigh.
There was Truman, author of
In Cold Blood and king of the
American Beautifl:l People,
squirming on the co~,;r.h of
Harry Kinney. And there was
the lady--squirming right after
him.
He had no other choice than
to get up, mix himself another
screwdriver (he likes them four
parts vodka and one part
orange juice), and then down it
quickly before departing.

In his wake he left a handful chortled. And the audience
of media junkies, a cadre of dod- laughed.
dering biddies and about every
"How do you manage to find
ASUNM senator you can name.
time to write with all your
But so much for the party.
public appearances?" another
Truman's Popejoy presen- Popejoy patron asked.
tation started with a sketch
"I don't make many public apabout a 230 pound Great Dane, pearances," Truman confided.
included a reading of his short "Maybe only ten a year."
story "Christmas Memory,"
He added, "I write about four
and was over after a suitably in- hours a day. Welllll (it must
tuesting question-and-answer have been his Alabama
session.
childhood coming through), I
"Tell us about your tour with work six hours a day but I just
the Rolling Stones," someone screw around during two of
said.
them."
The reply: "Mick Jagger, an
old friend of mine, called me up
and asked me to go on tour with
~~~
them in their private plane. I
thought it would be a lot of fun.
I only lasted a couple of weeks."
It seems all the Stones frien~
ds liked to come on board and
order coke.
It was right about that time
"And they weren't ordering
when
someone asked him to
Coca Colas either," Truman
talk about the new movie he's
starring in, a film written
specifically for Capote by
playwright Neil Simon.
"It's a kind of strange Alice in
mine the success of a per- Wonderland comedy," he said.
formance in the audience's "It's total madness and beside
memory. Unfortunately, it is myself, it stars Peter Falk,
almost totally dependent on the Peter Sellers, Estelle Win wood,
precise timing of the actors in- Maggie Smith and ... I must be
volved and can vary from one leaving someone, out. I always
performance to another. Gilda's walk onto the set and say 'Good
death scene in "Rigoletto" was morning, supporting players.'"
Truman noted his part calls
marked by vague movements
and a late and heartless scream, on him to entertain his friends
To achieve that lightening at wild parties, adding "I play a
moment, the action-usually man with a peculiar hobby,
anything from a fall to a drop- which we ·need not go into
ping dead hand must coincide here."
precisely with a forte climax in
the orchestra, with the effect
that the audience is usually surprised and half awed at the
good performance. Margie
Tucker, an Albuquerque
soprano years back, ha!:an uncanny sense of timing at these
moments and probably no one
who saw it will forget her death

Asked if he believed in
capital punishment (he is, after
all, the author of In Cold Blood),
Capote, sounding like Betty
Boop with laryngitis, said,
"No."
"I have talked to so many
people on Death Row and I
never met one who would have
been deterred from committing
a crime .by thinking he would
end up on Death Row," he said.
"There are a lot of those guys
who believe in capital punishment though. You can never
overestimate the conservatism
of the criminal mind."

rOJid~w

Capote said he has been most
influenced by the writings of
Gustave Flaubert.
"He
had
tremendous
discipline and a devotion to the
art," commented Capote. "I've
tried to follow in his footsteps."

Vetdi's Love On Stage
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The author and bon vivant
ended the session with style,
answering a few questions
about his writing career.

By Mary Montano
Verdi loved his singers-he
gave them all the beautiful
music he could invent, he
presented them with perfect
dramatic moments to utilize and
he orchestra ted his works to
frame a good singer and never
drown him/her out. Unfortunately, the soloists were
drowned and killed last Friday
night at the Albuquerque Opera
Theatre's production of Verdi's
"Rigoletto." This being their
fourth season, the principals
again could not be heard over
the orchestra during forte sections. And because the singers
are last year's cast slightly
rearranged, one should either
expect the same quality of performance from year to year or
an improvement over the
previous performances. · This
vP~,..~-~ performance was a mixscene in "Faust." The point

·~-'

.,. _____
.
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I
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Why did he start writing:
"Out of desperation."
Where does he write: "Sitting in the bathtub.''
And with those few words, he
was off and on his way to Kinney's, He's back in Hollywood
by now.

II

Columbia Pictures
presents Robert Altman's

I

Starring Susannah York

I

SUB Theatre

Images
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and n scrim; costumes

were also an improvement over
previous years, with hardly a

distracting inconsistency in the
g·roup. I saw only one unpoliced
beehive hairdo among the
women (beehives in a period
piece?).
The final climactic murder in
tragic operas is always the high
dramatic point and can deter-

Scenes From
A Marriage~~
Saturday 6:00 & 10:00
Special Sunday Showing at 2:00
SUB Theatre $1.00

DINO DE LAURENTIIS PRESENTS

ROBERT REDFORD/FAYE DUNAWAY
CLIFF ROBERTSON/MAX VON SYDOW
IN A STANLEY SCHNEIDER PRODUCTION

Images with Susannah York,
Robert Altman directing,
shows tonight at the SUB, 7 & 9
p.m.
Scenes From a Marriage,
Ingmar Bergman's latest, with
Liv Ullmann, shows tomorrow
night at the SUB. Because of its
length, the first show will be at
6 p.m. and the second at 10:00
p.m. there will also be a Sunday
showing at 2 p.m.
Groove Tube and Flesh Gordon
open tonight at Don Pancho's,
6:30 & 9:30 for "Gordon" and
8:00p.m. for "Tube."
Performance is the midnight
flick at Don Pancho's tonight.
Badlands and Mean Streets
opens at the Guild tonight, 6 &
9 p.m. for "Streets" and 8:05 for
"Badlands."
3 Days of the Condor with
Robert Redford, Faye Dunway
and Max Von Sydow is now
showing at the Louisiana Mall.
Hard Times with James Coburn
and Charles Bronson is playing
attheL?uis~anamallalso. .
Fantasia IS another f1lm
showing at the Louisiana mall.
Hearts of the West with Jeff
Bridges, Andy Griffith, Donald
Pleasence, Blythe Danner and

1flF e;:o' e

A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM

(I

(La donn'e mobile"). Now tliat
the company is under the
knowing hand of Sean Daniel,
professor of music at UNM and
stage veteran from New York,
the
Albuquerque
Opera
Theatre is getting the artistic
impetus it needs at this stage of
development.

LOBO Guide to movies

HIS CIA CODE NAME IS CONDOR.
IN THE NEXT SEVENTY-TWO HOURS ALMOST EVERYONE
HE TRUSTS WILL TRY TO KILL HIM,

•

'•

p1n drop during
famous arias ucara nome •. and
heard a

~ill

~

Alan Arkin-a comedy about
the early days of
Hollywood-opens today at the
Fox Winrock.
The Master Gunfighter is in its
"third smash week" at the Los
Altos.
This Island Earth and The Hun·
chback of Notre Dame with Lon·
Chaney is showing at the Encore on Central.
Chinatown is showing at the
Hoffmantown Theatre, Menaul
&Wyoming.
The Time Machine, based on
the H.G. Wells novel, is at the
Silver Screen on McLeod NE.
Tommy, the movie-schlock version of one of the better Who
Albums is showing at the M
Plaza Theatre on Montgomery.
The Other Side of the Mountain
continues at theM Plaza.
Give 'Em Hell, Harry is in its
fifth week' at theM Plaza.
Let's Do it Again with Sidney
Poiti.er and Bill Cosby is
showmg at the Hiland on Central.
Jaws continues biting people at
the Cinema East Twin on
Eubank.

Co·sloulngJILL IRELAND • STROTHER MARTIN.5creenploybyWALTER HILL.
BRYAN GIN DOFF ond BRUCE HENSTELL· 5torv bv BRYAN GIN DOFF and BRUCE MEN STELL
Musrc by BARRY De VORZON · r.aduced bvLAWRENCE GORDON· Drrecred bv WALTER HILL
Produclion 5ervores by Clorrdge Associotes/Persky·llnght· PANAVI510N" IPG I~,;;;..~.f.:"& I Ac
·
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3RD EXCITING WEEK. 2268 W:tOMIN<? BLVD. N.E. 298-5505

olu_mbia
Picture•

.

Daily at: 1:00-2:40-4:20
6:00- 7:20- 9:40
ALL SEATS $1.25 'TIL
2 PM EVERYDAY.
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*******Pepino's On Central******
Presents For Your Listening & Foot Stompiri' Pleasure
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JOHN HOUSEMAN /MUSIC.: 5-1 DAVID GRUSIN/II.LSEDO"'.TtlENOVEl

SIXCA.,SO~ fM(tQNDOI!

_a., JAMES GRACY SCRUNP~AT a¥ LORENZO SEMFLE, JR • .o.NO DAVID AAYFIEL,

i'ROOIJC:EOBTSTANlE'fSCHNEIOER III!!<:CTfOinS"tDNEY POLLACK/PANAVISION•
TE~HNICOLOR 0 / A PARAMOUNT RELEASE

·R RESTRICTED.. ,..,~'""""""""""'
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Dally at:J:3S
1:003:10- 5:20
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LOUISIANA MALL
C:INE.MA

1-40 & LOUISIANA BLVD.

*************** 4310 Central SE ***************
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Disco Jazz Feelin' Good

"Don't it Feel Good"
~,Ramsey Lewis
t3 Columbia/PC 33800
0

o

~

* * *
By Brian Matthews

Do you remember "The In....:l crowd" or "Hang on Sloopy?"
£Well, that was early Ramsey
ro Lewis, just pounding · on the
0 keyboards of his Stein way Piano.
.§ Back then (almost 10 years ago),
~ Ramsey Lewis played what came
:g to be known as "The discotheque
:;: craze." Sounds a little strange
"' doesn't it? Just think, real jazz
Z that you could dance to ...
t;;; I think Ramsey Lewis' present
~ mutation began with the album
il< "Solar Wind·:· That's when Ramsey began to give the guitar a
place in his band. What "Solar
Wind" started, his next release,
"Sun Goddess" picked up, folded,
and put it neatly in the closet.
"Sun Goddess" has been Lewis'

milestone. With the help of Earth, Wind, and Fire, the single,
"Sun Goddess" sold over a
million copies, and the album also
sold well. Once again the guitar
played a large role in the album.
"Don't it Feel Good" keeps
along the same line for 'the
benefit of the guitar. Byron
Gregory, whose emergence on
the album "Sun Goddess" was

..~~
~

barely noted, has started to
stand by himself. Derf Reklaw
Raheem, who plays the flute and
congas, has started to exercise
his talents in songwriting. Good
ol' Morris Jennings is still in the
percussion section, but what I

feel is the greatest single attribute is Charles Stepney, a
writer for both Earth, Wind and
Fire, (he wrote "That's the Way
of the World").
Enough background .
"Don't it Feel Good" is Ramsey
Lewis' most enjoyable release to
date. It is almost like the Human
personality: very moody. It's the
type of album you can play and
play and play without becoming
so familiar with the material that
you know every beat. In fact,
whenever you sit down and listen
to the album, there is always
something new and different
about it.
Looking at the individual cuts
on the album, I find that I dislike
very few songs. My favorite is
"Juaacklyn" a ballad using the
vocals of Raheem, and Morris
Stewart to the max. The title
track
Feel "~·'""

Rally Against Senate Bill1 Plans?
Continue Without .Ford's Visit z

lobo

?'
(1)

~

Review
of

Records
off like "Sun Goddess" due to Besides Joe Beck on guitar,
guitarist Byron Gregory. "I Dig album features the
you" is a nice slow dance jam, Brothers (Mike on tenor sax
while "Spider Man" and "Fish- Randy on Trumpet) and
bite" are the real party records MacDonald playing pe1~cm;sion.
on the album.
Featuring the single "Wh"'''"
In closing, I would like to Diff'rence a Day Makes,"
relate to you what Billboard album is full of goodi
Magazine said about Lewis: strumentation as well as
ASUNM Attorney General Brian Sanderoff
"What Lewis has done is combine
the techniques of some of the
on
.
jazz/rock men now moving to the
"Mister Magic," written
forefront with his own base of Ralph MacDonald and l":~:~:H
originality, and the combination
works." After listening to the
by
a
album "Don't it Feel Good,"
This is kind of a special
there ain't no doubt the com- for Esther Phillips. She
Petitions are being circulated
Brian Sanderoff, ASUNM at·
bination works.
always been popular as a ·
week for candidacy in the
torney general, said, "I advise
·club act, and has had ex]posum iA~~~~!~L;;~ Students of UNM
"Esther Phillips with Beck"
the candidates to procure at least
r;-,
fall general election.
Soul radio station. But with
Esther Phillips with Joe Beck
100 signatures for safety's sake."
release of the single from
Kudu/ku-23-81 (Motown)
Twenty-six students took out
Stuart Walker, Elections Com·
album it seems as if Ms.
as of yesterday .af·
mission chairman, said he
has made the transition
By Brian Matthews
The petitions are due
thought paper ballots would be
to
pop,
those
soul
stations
Esther Phillips has been
today at 4 p.m.
used for the election.
around for quite some time, but and even easy listening,
The election on Nov. 12 will inPetitions may be picked up
this album is nothing like she has
a referendum on the Con· from and returned to the
ever recorded before. Often said
which has been
ASUNM office, room 242 of the
to sing like Diana Washington,
prepared by the ASUNM Con· Student Union Building.
Esther Phillips is going disco like
stitutional Convention. Ten
Those students who have
'fserrato·rs will be elected from the taken out petitions so far are:
.~.<?_sj;Ja_!l.z/£t~J;l arH~t!l-,II).fac.t,.in ,,_.... ~ ..• )
'1-;iiWYdfk'sli'e cai'ri'e's'the'lali!i1'of b ' .
of ·candidates · declared George Coston, Ellen Greenblatt,
"Disco Queen."
by the Election Com- Michael Price, John David
Goodhue, Charles Barnhart,
The album was arranged by
The candidates must have 75 Stephen Shriver, Lee Watkins,
Jazz guitarist Joe Beck, (Joe
valid ASUNM members'
Beck, not Jeff Beck, of "Rough
ignatures or they will be Kevin Keller, Doug Wood, Pam
and Ready" fame). The touch of
Cyran, Rolando Benavidez, Andy
Beck really comes through.
declared ineligible. An ASUNM Armijo, Walter Pendleton, Bren·
-..,-----'-------.:::....-------------& ·rne:rnbElr is a student carrying 12 da Peoples, Les Marshall, Glenn
or more hours or six hours and Heider, Kathy Elsberry, Robert
have paid their ASUNM activity West, Tom Kent, Kenneth
fee.
Tomlinson, Patrick Cruz, Jim·
McAtee, Anne Turbett, Celia
~=Knight, Ellen Robinson and
1!('~ Ll ~
Alexis McNaughton.

Senator·lal Hopefu Is
Collect 100 Signatures

~1~~~~ v.~~a~~- Bneis;h~uts
~::~i:;:o~Jr.

. . .

.

PETER NERO

AND COMPANY IN PERSON

_ _ !{

Sunday, October 26, Four O'clock
First United Methodist Church
Fourth and Lead, S. W

Applications far ASUNM Scholarships for the

F~ll Semester are being accepted at. the Studenls
Ards Offir:e in Mesa Vista Hall until Ocl. 24. Award_swill be bao;ed upon academic standing and finan·
cral need. Appli<:.ations available in the Student

Aids Office.

Fred Garcia, from San Antonio's Worden
graduate School or Social Service, will be
recruiting interested minority students for
graduate studies Thurs. & Fri., 9 a.m.-4 p.m. at
Chtcano Studies.

Tickets: $5.00 - Phone 243-5646
Series Season Tickets - 8 Concerts $10.00

Pepino's
I

1
l'

I
i

I

The Women Studies reading room in Marron
Han, rtn 233, is now open 8 a.m.· Gtt.m. Tues. and
~btJrs. 9 a.m •• 4 p.m. Mon .. Wed., Fri. Our co lice·
t1.o.n of books, pamphlets, periodicals !""d
h1lu1graphic on feminism, sex-stereotyping,
women writers and other Issues of concern to
Women, is av-ailable to nil UNM students. Please
call if we can help yen.! in any WU)' related to
Women Studies (277·3930}.

On Central

[b®Wo"~·
BLUE JEANS
Classfc LEVI'S Blue
Jeans of XX denimbuilt lo last-LEVI'S
famous fit buiU in.
Teamed with LEVI'S
handsome Rugby
Shirt, traditional
white collar~
bold stripes.
A winning
comblnatlon.

ALL LEVI
PRODUCTS
10% OFF

\!itt

THRU OCTOBER
WITH THIS AD

.T~tJnderbird literary magazine is accepting sub·
misSions for an issue Spring scmc.ster. Written
matl'ria.J should be typed and Mcompanled by sell·

Features on undays Only

addressed, stamped relurn l'OVelope. Art Work

~hou!d he submitted in person. (Mrs, Cox in

Studl'nt Publications hns Thunderbird ofricc~.
bour!J.I H you have submitted material in the pnsf
nd want i~ back, come by Thunderbird office
1• e(oreNov.3.

W ater•••elou Mountain Jug
Baud
:
E
~;;;if!
'
\
.
_
31
0
C
t
1
S
4
@@@®@.®@®@.®@.®@.®@®
en ra , ..... @@@®@@@~@.®@.®@.®@@ 8989L20,M-F,IO~.m.·3p.m.

1'hl' UNM Health Center ndviscs women who
are usir.g the Modicon birth control llill to com·
plete their present eycle, but to lise additional hir·
th control methods during this time, Contact a
physid.tn promptly to obt.nin another birth control
prescription.

The Oct. 29 rally against Senate Bill One will be
held as planned, despite President Gerald Ford's
cancellation of his visit to Albuquerque.
The 'rally was originally set to coincide with
Ford's scheduled address at the Governor's
Energy Conference next Wednesday. Ford,
however, announced earlier this week he would
not be able to attend the conference.
Called "a public assembly to ask the govern·
ment for a redress of grievances," the rally wm be
held from noon to 2 p.m. on the Civic Plaza. Six
speakers, including New Mexico Independent
editor Mark Acuff, are slated to talk about the controversiallegislation.
The bill, a 753 page revision of the nation's
criminal code, is now being considered by the
Senate Judiciary Committee and is expected to
reach the full senate by the end of November.
Ford endorsed the bill this summer, as have a
number of senators including Mike Mansfield
(Dem.-Miss.), Hugh Scott (Rep.-Penn.), James
Eastland (Dem.-Miss.), and Birch Bayh (Dem,-

Ind.). Neither of New Mexico's two senators have
taken a public stand on the entire document,
although Sen. Pete Domenici has said he will support some amendments to alter the bill.
Opposition to it bas centered on its sections
dealing with wiretapping, dissemination of govern·
ment secrets, public demonstrations, sedition,
marijuana and the d,eath penalty,
It allows wire tapping for 48 hours without court
approval, and also stipulates that' landlords and
telephone company employees must cooperate
with the government in installing wiretaps.
The bill also calls for a mandatory seven-year
jail sentence for any individual who possesses and
distributes "classified government information,"
Vern Countryman, former law school dean at
UNM, has called the bill "an unparalleled disaster
for the system of individual rights in the United
States.
"The bill represents the law and order
philosophy of Richard Nixon," Countryman said.
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Speed Reading
Course To Be
Taught In
Albuquerque Area
Th~· Col~rad~

Reading .Lab, of Ft. Collins,
will offer a 4 week course in speed reading
to a limited number of qualified people in the
Albuquerque area. A person is required to attend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
the evening of their choice for 4 weeks only.
The course guarantees to triple the person's
reading speed with a marked improvement
in comprehension and concentration. The
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
faster. They can read almost any average
book in less than one hour.
Fbr those who would like additional in·
formation, a series of free, one hour orientation lectures have been scheduled. At
these free lectures the course will be explained in complete detail, Including
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule and a special 1 time only in·
troductory tuition that is less than one-~hird
the cost of similar courses. You must attend
only one of the free meetings for complete
details. You may attend any of the meetings
for info!TTlation about the Albuquerque
·
classes.
These orientations are open to the public,
above age 14, (persons under 18 should be
accompanied by a parent if possible.)
If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
~G:oa-rs~ too"time ltons(mii_ng... Mw yc,if canW
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7 to 10 times
faster. concentrate better and comprehend
more.

If you are ? student who wodld like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or: if you are
a business person who wants· to stay
abreast of today's everchanging accelerating
world, then this course is an absolute
)lecessity. These Free one hour meetings will
be held at the following times and places:

Tuesday November 4 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Wednesday November 5 at 6:30
pm and again at 8:30 pm
Thursday November 6 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30
Friday November 7 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30pm
Saturday November 8 at 10:30
am and again at 1:30 pm
Monday November 10 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
These meetings will be held at
different locations at the
same dates and times. One, in
Room 231-E Student Union Bldg.,
UNM Campus and also at the
Albuquerque National Hospitality
Room, 501 Coors NW.

,I

two .

i

.I

If you are a businessman, student, wife or
executive, this course which took 5 years of
intensive research to develop, is a must. You
can read 7-10 times faster, comprehend
more, concentrate better, and remember
1or'!ger. · Studerlts are offered an additional
discount. 'this course can be taught to in·
dustry or civic groups at "Group rates" upon
request. Be sure to attend whichever free
orientation that fits in your schedule.
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. Symphony Li(e presents twi) lO·wcek classes
basic techniques, prlnrip\es and mtlthods of
Meditation every Tues., 4·5 p.m. and every Wed ..
4·5 p.m., Honors Center Rm. 134. Open to llCW
students throughout senl.eslor. For £urther info:
.
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Footballers to Meet 13th-ranked Arizona

•••
lqontjno« !rom page

Cole

9J

would like to coach,
t\relmtbly football, although he
played basketball and
wrt~stl11d in high school. His
study in school is physical
~uca.tion with an emphasis in

UNM's footballers meet thir- week, The Lobos scored twenty
teenth-ranked Arizona Univer- points in the third quarter, but
sity in the Wildcat's homecoming had problems in the fourth quargame Saturday afternoon at 1:30 ter to manage only a slight 27-24
p.m. in Tucson.
victory over the Utes.
Arizona is undefeated and a
Arizona also came off a close
"big favorite to win," said UNM victory against Texas Tech. The
Coach Bill Mondt. "They're a real Wildcats won in the last seconds
experienced team," he said. with a Lee-Pistor field goal to go
"They lost very few people from ahead 30-28, and then managed a
last year."
safety on the kickoff afterwards
Arizona is almost an errorless to make the final score, 32-28.
team committing only three turArizona's Wildcats are an "opnovers in the season all three of tion running team," Mondt said.
those coming in their first two "They throw the ball some," he
games. "We'll have to play per- said, "and when they do they
fect football to beat them," Mon- usually throw long passes. They
dt said earlier this week.
have a good quarterback in Bruce
"We've played one quarter of Hill." Hill is rated No. three in
football this year that shows WAC total offense, while UNM
what we're capable of," he said. quarterback Steve Myer is rated
"That was the third quarter number one in total offense.
against Utah. We'll definitely
The Wildcats are rated numneed four quarters just like that ber one in WAC rushing offense,
to be able to stay with Arizona."
while New Mexico is rated numThe Lobos, 2-4 on the season, ber twl) in pass offense. But
just had their first WAC victory Arizona is rated number one in
of the season against U tab last pass defense while the Lobos are

Stickers Easily Defeat
Sa~dia Girls by Three

Air Force ROTC...The college
scholarship program with
sky·high benefits.

He
he would also like to be
All-American "next year, if
this year." He would also like
make
All-WAC. "I don't feel I
Despite the fact that he
veanything
in the bag
both defense and offense
~~.~uugn," he said.
'
said he "doubts if'
seventh child of a family of
will ever come back. It's not '
,
By Tim Gallagher
[eight
of them boys), Cole
good because it will slow
The UNM women's field hockey team overcame a lackadaisical
he had more of a chance to performance to break open a close game in the second half to defeat
the game. The players will be
football than his older Sandia School 3-0.
tired to play at the pace they
..~rotheJ~s since his parents could
now."
The Lobos came out playing like they were on vacation and only
.lu01oort him then and he didn't a goal by Amy Rivera enabled the Lobos to take a 1-0 halftime
Playing organized football
to go out looking for a job lead. The two other goals were by Dana Miller late in the second
ce he was in the ninth grade,
the
rest of his brothers.
half.
said his "major" goal is to
·Married
since June 28, Cole
pro football. He said after the
_Regular Marga_ret Gonzales, who did not start the game along
he would like to make his w1th regular goahe Renee Lowden, blamed the poor showing on the
portunity of possibly playing
in Oakland, Calif. one day. weather: Lobo coach Bev Quinlan blamed the unconvincing win on a
OaklatHl' ·Raiders are "my pb,?r attltu?e>"""Wl!"W"ent7'il!ttf'tlleg'lthle"Just as'Jloorlyas we played
" he said.) He said married 1t, she smd. She was concerned about the attitude because the
not affected 'his game.1 Lobos play the only undefeated team in the state on Monday, the
]Nothintg affects me too much in ' Academy Chargers. "The older people know. how up Academy is
doing because I don't let for us. I'll depend on them to get the younger people up," she said.
he said.
FOOTBALL: The UNM
Quinlan went to the well and put starters like Gonzales and
pack will take on
Robin Cole does not even let Allene Bostwick in when the second half started. She also removed
ranked Arizona this
great amount of publicity he some regulars such a$ Vicky "White Shoes" Mossman and Carol
night in Tucson at 1:30 p.m.
affect him. "It doesn't affect Cole.
at all," he said, "I like to read
Daily LOBO will have a reporte1
Rebecca Whealan who played the first half at right wing and the
in Tucson to cover the game.
myself. But I like to do second half at left halfback played a superb game.
a preview of the game see
good, so there's a good
The confrontation with Academy will be played here on Monday
on p.10.
to read about myself."
at 4 p.m.
FRESHMAN FO
The frosh gridders, who are
so far this season with a win
the New Mexico Military
stitute, losses to Texas· Tech anj
Air Force and a tie with the
Lewis College varsity, will
the Arizona St.ate fresh
squad on Monday afternoon,
p.m. The game will be at Tr~: .....
sity Stadium.
RUGBY: The High
Classic is scheduled for
weekend on the UNM south
pus field. The invitational wiU
feature 16 teams from five states.
Tl)e Classic is a single·
elimination tournament.
Games will start at 9 a.m. on
Saturday and will conclude with
If you are tired of your old hairstyle or hairstylist give the hairthe championship game on Sun·
day, 3 p.m. Some teams who will
designers at The Cut Above a try. We personalize each style to
play in the leather-ball ex·
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready for
travaganza are the Albuquerque
Aardvarks, the UNM RugbY
an improved you, Come and see us at The Cut Above, a Unisex
Club, Santa Fe Rugby Club.
VOLLEYBALL: The women
Salon where you'll get a personalized consultation. The most
will be competing in the New
creative hairdesigners with special emphasis in Living Color
Mexico State Invitational this
weekend
Cruces.
Variations and Bodywaving.

THE
Cur

ABOVE

Some pe?ple mi~ht need to be coaxed with more than a full college scholarship
to enroll 1~ the A1r Force ROTC Program. So, if free tuition, lab and incidental
fees are~ t eno~g~ ... the Air. Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-fre~, In your JUnior and sen1oryears, even if you are not on scholarship.
And flymg lessons to those qualified provide the most exciting benefit of all.
Interested?
·

Contact University of New Mexico,

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131.

Telephone: 277-4502.

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

Makers of-Hand Made lndlcm Jewelry

OLDTOWN

l

}
•
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'

. .·.

We Assure
Personal Satisfaction

Poolside at the Executive North Apts.
7303 Montgomery NE
298-7624
(East of Louisiana Blvd.)

rated number three in WAC
rushing defense.
Arizona's leading rusher is
Dave Randolph, ranked third in
W ~C rushing right under
Ar1zona State's Freddie Williams
and Brigham Young's Jeff Blanc,
both big factors in New Mexico's
losses to those two WAC teams.
Randolph is averaging 107 yards
per game in 89 canies, The Wildcats also have a fine rusher in
Marvin Baker, rated fifth in
WAC rushing, averaging 80 yards in 61 carries.
The Lobo's leading rusher is
fullback Bobby Forrest who
averages 54.2 yards in 77 carries.
Forrest had 83 yards against
Utah, the best rushing showing
for any Lobo all year. His performance won him UNM's
nomination for WAC offensive
player of the week.
Mondt said the Wildcats also
have a good receiver in "T" Bell.
Bell is number 12 in WAC pass
receiving with 198 yards in 13
catches. Bell is also leading the
WAC in punt returns with a 14.8
yard return average. Lobo Randy Rich, leading the WAC in pass
interceptions with five, is right
behind Bell in punt returns with
a 12.3 return average.
The Lobos leading receivers
are Preston Dennard and Gil
Stewart. Mondt said freshman

z

flanker Ray Cameron will start ~
ahead of Stewart since Stewart is ;s:
still suffering from a pulled ham· <'b
string, but that Stewart would ~
"see plenty of action in the g
game."
ti
P>

~-

q
Also expected to play is
linebacker Dave Thompson who
missed starting the past two
games because of a sprained
ankle, Andy Frederick will not
start because of an injury so
Mondt said Chuck Pettet will
start along with his brother Earl
at the defensive tackle positions.
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New Mexico is the only major
college team in the nation to have
all its touchdowns on passing
plays. Myer gained UNM's touchdown pass record for a career in
the last game surpassing Chuck
Roberts old record of 14 by one.
He now has 15 in 12 games. He is
only one touchdown pass away
from the school's one season
touchdown record of nine.
Even though Arizona's Lee
Pistor leads the WAC in kick
scoring with 39 points and a 7.8
game average, UNM's Bob Berg
is leading the nation in kicking
accuracy and is number two
nationally in total points with 46
points and a 7.7 game average.
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TAICHJCHIH
Next Cia~~ Starts
Nov. 13 - Registe•• Now
.Justin--Stone is Teachihg
OPiiiN MIND IJOOii.STORE 262-0066
3010 Central SE (opposite Lobo Theatre)

FALL

BICYCLE REPAIR SI•ECIAL
Have your bicycle tuned
this month and enjoy our
SPECIAL FALL PRICE:

i

:i

i

.True Wheels
.Adjust Gears
.Adjust Brakes
.Re-tape HandlebaTs
.Clean and Lubricate
.Chain
Regularly 312.00

THIS MONTII ONLY

8749

~,Spinn~l!Jh'eeL
109 Yale S.E.
242-7888
"The Best Repairs In Town!"
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~ates= 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cents per word per day, fno refunds if cant'!ellcd
before five lnserlionsl. Classified lld·
vertisements must be paid In advance.
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Marron Hall room 131 or by mall to:
Classified A.dvert111ing, UNI'tf Box 20.
Albt:iq\•erque, N .M.
87131.
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LOST TAPESTRY CHANGE purse near
Harry's, Sentimental, 262-0674.
10/24

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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1.

PERSONALS

LOST: Large white Samoyd-Malnmutc cross
from 409 Vassar SE on 10/14. Rew11rd for
return, Please call 262-0444.
11/3

3. SERVICES
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec, 6. Prepare now, call Professional Educators of New
Mexico, Inc, 255-4050,
11/14

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST,- studetliS!
Custom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or pu~hprocessing of !lim. Contact
sheets or custom proo£s. High quality enlargements, mounting, etc, Advice, if asked. Call 265-2444
or come to 1717Girard Blvd NE.
lfn

o

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frlends who care at Birthright 247-9819,
trn

:><'

TAROT PALM:' I-CHING readings, 3007 Central
NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642,
10/30

.-~-

NOT PLANNING' on flunking out of school but doing it anyway? Call AGORA, 277.3013,
10/24

WANTED 15 to 24 month old infants to participate in study ol how babies learn. For more information call Or. Harnick weekdays at the Psychology Dept. UNM 277-4209.
10/27

.....c.;
Q;)

~
?
d)

Z
,.......

WANT TO RENT garage near campus for car
storage, 277-5287.
10/30

r-t. HAPPY, HAPPY, HAPPY, Happy Birthday 1
~ Jess, Tom.

ej

Poi

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SUSAN,
Nurse. Love, Wolrgang,

10/24
Ace Student
10/24

PASSPORT, IDENTifiCATION photos. Lowest
prices in town, Fast, pleasing, Near UNM, Call
?.65-2444 ~;~rcome to 1717 Girard Blvd N .E.

.

WILL TYPE PAPERS. Call Kim 265·3292.

11/4

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344-8344.

10/27

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric, Guaranteed ac~uracy with reasonable rates, 298-7147,

BICYCLES- Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes, Gitanes $115; BerUns $l65, Extra large bicycles for men over 6'4".
Complete 10-spced adjustment $10, R.C. Hallett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE .
843·9278.
tfn
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems.
on sate now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central N FJ, 268-8455,
12/4

SENSIBLE TRANSPORTATION gcts2Qo;;;pg:
Q\!iet, European motorblcycles $385, First 15
buyers $15 off, 256-7285,
1027
AM/FM S-track recorder with all Lhe goodies .
- 11/14
$9.86 per month, 256-3505,
LIKE NEW SET Britannica Encyclopedias, $100,
243-5447 home, 277-2409 office. 956 Duena Vista

SE, Apt L211.

10/24

CLOSING OUT Stereo D~partment. Stereo
. Hi Fidelity equipment 40, 500,-I:J off. All reasonable
offers accepted, Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE,

256-3505,

11/14

NECCHI z-IGZAG '75 closeout. Buttonholes,
blindhems, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of

$4.00, 262-0637.

11/14

NEW AND USED BALLOONS. certified instruction & coordination of group purchases. For
~ation write P.O. Box: 26026,87125.
10/27
ACCURATE HAND·DRAWN birth horoscope,
$4.0_0. Interpretations, $15. Unique birthday,
Christmas gift. Professional Astrologer, Bill
Nolan, 205 Dartmouth SE, 268-0247,
10/80

tim nd17-bc3, saturday is getting closer. , ,
Pay Me!
10/24

10/24

MARY -Cheapskate, Huh! I'll buy you a combination pizza with everything on it at Carrara's.
Just name the time, Nick,
10/24

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedr~ SE. 265-0335, Color TVs, tape docks, stereo,

266·3833.

amphf!ers, auto radios, install Burglar alarms,
10°A> dlscaunt for students with ID. Quick service.
UsedTVsforsale,
11/5

LEVI'S BLUE JEAN big bells always at Tho
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. trn

ACTORS. It you have talent, the world needs
to know-we hnvtJ the place, , . Call Toby

296-7555,

10/28

2. LOST & FOUND
LOST: Ring setting with Squai-e turquoise ston;
in tenter. Ann, 255·1936.
10/27

FOUND; MECHANICAL PENCIL, Mitchell Hnll:
Rm 110. Call256·3479 nftcr 7;00 pm.
10/27

4.

SHARE HOUSE with graduate students. Ncar
UNM $60 plus utilities. 842-0265 after 6:00. 10/24
EFFICIENCY COTTAGE $90 month, utilities

paid, 508 5th St. SW. 266-1402/842·6162 after 5,30
p.m.
10/29
YALE & CENTRAL SE, s'tudcnt preferred. O.nebdrm deluxe, $160. Two-bdrm $200. 268-0525.

FOUND: 2 month old female kitten, white
W/gray. 200 block Stanford, 266-4564.
10/27

10/30

LOST: Gold wire rim glasses. Ortega Hall, 266."

5.

5122.

10/30

FREE GENTLE SHEPARD cross female pup in
need of good home. Tom 292-0423,
10/30

LOST: FEMALE Irish Setter 3·yrs old. Silver

FOR RENT

FORSALE

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring centt:r,
Quality 10-spced bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256-9HIO.
tfn

Suppart Laba
Advertisers

GREAT DEAL/20" color TV for less than most
Used B&W's/good condition/ keep calling

We stock the •
J?OSt complete selection
of wines, liquors,
and beer in the state.
Special discounts to
fraternities and sororities.

10/30

TWO UNIFORMS, new size 8-10. Go-cart, $25,
298-7065.
10/30
NIKKORMAT SLR with 50mm F2 lens like new
$195, 842-8517 evenings.
10/29
LEARN TO FLY-Hang glider; harness;
lessons-complete package $325. Jay 265-9472,
Dave 292·0459.
10/29
"SAMOYEDS: Pure white puppies for sale. Call

265-6495.

6.

10/30

EMPLOYMENT

Located in
Winrock Center
35 Winrock
Center NE

DRUMMER WANTED Cor metal guitar trio.
Must be hot and nasty and willing to travel, 266·

2127.

10/29

298-7811

~---~-

Fevv Tokers
oin Smoke-In;
udent Arrested

By Jon Bowman
marijuana smoke·in on the
Mall Friday drew a handful
smokers, a few campus
men lind about 250 in·
l.ill-F!Sl€!d bystanders, including
members of the local

student, Joseph Mandato,.
'was arrested for possession of
· than an ounce of pot.·
smoke-in, which began at
dragged to a halt around
p.m. It was highlighted by
arrival of three individuals
jfdiessed as walking "joints."
h no group claimed
of the event, it was
II~~~::~~::~;~~~:p organized
by some
IHI'NIYJ phi.losoplly students who
to protest the illegal
of marijuana. ParJitirlipation in the actual smoke-in
meager as most of the Mall
was content to watch.
watching was a small conof UNM campus police
mingled among the studenputting out as many joints as
could find. Two officers,
Ansley and Robert Van
arrested Mandato after he
produced a lid of

marijuana and began to roll a
joint from it. His arrest brought
scattered catcalls from the
surrounding crowd.
''I'm sure this served a purpose," said Pete James, campus
police inspector. "These people
wanted to draw attention to the
legalization of marijuana. They
certainly got a reaction."
James, who said he disagreed
with the staging of the event,
noted that it "did 'create a lot of
discussion groups.
"I was. starting to feel like an
instructor out there talking to a
bunch of students," he said.
David Montague, an ASUNM
senator who :was on the Mall, said
he felt sorry for the police. As
Montague was talking, an officer
in front of him was given a lit
joint which the officer threw on
the ground and extinguished.
Another student on the scene,
Steve Terrell, said he was disappointed at the small turnout.
"It seemed like there were
only ten smokers and about ten
thousand cameras," Terrell said.
"This is the death knell of
student activism."
He added, "In the good old

eagan Is Undecided
Presidential Bid

•
IS

g

By Joseph Monahan
lFor1mer California Governor Ronald Reagan will announce his canll!il~acv for the Republican nomin.ation in one month if he decides to
'''"''C"''" President Ford.
~,R1~ag1tn spent part of his weekend campaigning in Albuquerque
continually stressed the i!Tlportance of reducing the ~iz~ of
l~1ivernm~nt and freeing restraints from the business commumty tmby government agencies.
.
:Rea,gan said he has not made up his mind for 1976 but he is expected
ltl~~ente1 the New Hampshire and Florida presidential primaries. He
greeted here by New Mexico Congressman Manuel Lujan who

has been a longtime Reagan
admirer. Lujan, at a recent
press conference, issued a mild
statement of support for President Ford.
During a speech before the
American Association of Com·
merce and Industry Reagan hit
hard on the "myth surrounding
inflation." "There is only one
Sure, we're looking for highly qualified
cause for inflation ... government
you're more highly qualified than you think.
young men and women to perform the more
continuing year in and year out
We have all kinds of jobs for all kinds of
to spending more moriey than
than 300 good jobs the Army has to offer.
people and chances are we have one for you.
government
takes in. That is the
And we've been successful. In the last two
You have nothing to lose and you stand to gain
cause
of
inflation
and there's only
years without the draft, over 400,000 young
a whole new life of travel, challenge, good pay
one cure--a balanced budget," he
Americans have chosen to serve in the Army.
said.
and a host of other benefits that most civilian
We've been so successful that some young
Reagan, 64, told reporters
jobs can't match.
people have doubts that they can qualify. Why
New
York City does not deserve
Step up into the good life now. See or call
federal aid until they come up
not accept the challenge and see if you can
\,
your local Army representative for a personal
qualify?
with a comprehensive plan that
Photo hy Ilan Ht·rrl'r:t
interview. We'll bet he has an offer you can't
will
lead the city to fiscal solven·
Ronald Reagan
You probably will be surprised to find that
refuse.
·Later he told a Republican party breakfast, "I am glad the Demo·
are holding their convention in New York, that will show them
all their spending programs led to."
questioned about' Senate Bill One, a total rewrite. of ~he
•••uer" criminal code which has been attacked for allegedly vwlatmg
Bill of Rights, Reagan said he was not familiar with the measure
Said he would get a copy of the proposed legislation.
l"''"l2:1ln looked his 64 years and appeared to have his hair dyed and
be Wearing make·up.
said gun control legislation banning the manufacture of han·
and other legislation "now before the ?on!?ress" are not
rnecessar·v despite the role of guns in recent assassmatwn attempts on
ent Ford's life.
A. former film actor, Reagan will accept Secret Service protection if
When he officially declares his candidacy. He has had Secre! Ser·.
assistance
in the
past and while in Albuquerque he satd he
,____________________::,_____.:___________~--------~~----------------------~~------J IDeliiev.o,
"it is a fine
organization.''

vollmleen

256·7475 766·2251
298·6786

!Continued on lJage 5}
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A joint summit conference at Friday's smoke-in.

days, the students would have
torn the police apart before they
let someone be arrested."
George Maxwell, a spokesman
for the UNM chapter of the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML), said his group took no
part in the smoke-in.
"It was a futile gesture," Max·

well said. "There is no nexus bet·
ween smoking grass at the
University and trying to have it
decriminalized.
"I would doubt very seriously
if this had any effect," he said,
"and if it had an effect, it was ad·
verse."
Maxwell said he is not opposed
to the idea of smoke·ins, but he
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said they should be carefully
staged.
"If this had been held
somewhere like at City Hall, or in
front of the police station or in
(Albuquerque) Mayor Harry Kinney's office, it would have been a
beautiful act of civil disobedien·
ce," he said.
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Budding Bird-Brain Breeders
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Pigeon Show: Name Droppings
the world, pigeons are the best
By Mike Gallagher
listeners.
A pigeon will only coo
City dwellers like to think they
know all about pigeons; if you to the gentle words of old people·
spent half your life kicking -"On the table 12 hours, I never
pigeons out of your way and· thought I'd pull through."
Pigeon breeders are pretty
paying dry cleaning bills, you
much
like horse breeders and a
would have a lot to say about
pigeon
show is much like a horse
pigeons.
Even the word, pigeon, is a show. The competition is fierce
deprecatin'g term; a pigeon is a and the show is sanctioned, of
shnook, an easy mark; a "greasy course, by the National Pigeon
pigeon" is a girl who can chew Association (NPA).
The Junior class pigeon com·
bubble gum, smoke a cigarette
petition
was held Saturday at the
and make out with "Tough Tony"
State Fair Grounds and boys and
all at the same time.
To the old duffer who sits on girls crowded around the judges,
the park bench, throwing bread egging their birds on.
Mike Maya, 14 years old and
crumbs and discussing the fate of

very pigeon·wise, has been
raising the birds for almost six
years. H was und'er his tutelage
that two LOBO staff members
heard all they wanted to hear
about pigeons.
"These aren't your commons
(street pigeons). Some of these
birds have been bred since An·
cient Egypt," Mike said as the
tour began. "This is a magpie
pigeon, the long neck is its most
important characteristic. The
condition of the feathers is im·
portant too."
"It looks like a Magpie," one
LOBO reporter observed. During
the show, sparrows perched on
the rafters and sometimes they
would swoop down and try to
steal food from the pigeon cages.
The sparrows were enjoying
their freedom, and kept everyone
ducking.
"Most pigeons were bred in
England and India," Mike said.
"This one is an Oriental Frill; its
beak is too small so it can't feed
. its young. If you want to raise
them you have to get foster
parents."
·
"Looks like a club boxer I once
knew," the reporter said.
Mike ignored the remark and
continued, "This is a longfaced
cleanlegged Tumbler. I own 25
pigeons. This is a Red Garneau
and this is a Giant Homer;
they're utility birds."
"What's a utility bird?" be was
'asked.
"You eat them," Mike ,an·
swered. "You can pay up to $200
!Continued on page 2)
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